Gabriola Ferry Advisory Committee
Spring meeting – Monday, May 11 2015
GAC Hall (formerly the WI Hall), South Road, Gabriola, starting at 3.30pm
Agenda
1

New members – introductions

2

Appointment of Chair and Vice-Chair for 2015-16

3

Amendments to FAC Terms of Reference (BCF)

4

Membership of Gabriola FAC/BCF Local Task Group (John H)

5

Feedback from April 2015 schedule change (John H)

6

Operational Update (BCF) including:
- Operational performance
- Changes to unloading procedures
- Cut-off times for loading in Nanaimo and Gabriola

7

Items notified by members of the public (tba)

8

Fares : Discussion on a pilot fare reduction scheme (John H) – see Paper 1

9

Nanaimo ferry terminal : Provision of an information kiosk (Jim W-S ) – see Paper 2

10

Nanaimo ferry terminal : Enabling provision of a wifi hotspot (John H)

11

Gabriola ferry terminal : Planning process for 2017/18 terminal upgrade (BCF)

12

Gabriola ferry terminal : Traffic and parking arrangements (Steve E / Jim R) - see Paper 3

13

Gabriola Emergency Wharf : Clarification of BC Ferries position (John H) – see Paper 4

14

Improving engagement with the community (FAC)

15

Any other business
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Paper 1 : Reducing fares to increase ridership
Background : the pressure on ferry fares
Since 2003, ferry fares to Gabriola have more than doubled. Over that same period, consumer prices in
BC rose by just 15%, yet the reported cost of providing our ferry service rose from $5.5m in 2003/04 to
$10.9m in 2013/14.
Over the same period, Provincial support for our ferry route has increased by just 7.5% - with most of
that increase occurring over the past two years through short-term government intervention. By
comparison, income raised through passenger and vehicle fares has grown by 60% - this despite traffic
volumes on our route having fallen by 16%.
Inevitably, ferry users believe they have shouldered a disproportionate share of this financial burden.
The impact of rapidly rising ferry fares has hit families and businesses alike. Now, finally, both the
government and BC Ferries are acknowledging that high ferry fares deter ridership and, earlier this year,
the BC Ferry Commissioner approved a proposal by BC Ferries to invest in a new reservations system for
major routes to enable discounted fares to be offered on departures that typically run with empty car
spaces.

Time to roll-back fares?
There have been many calls for a general roll-back of fares to reduce the burden on islanders and
provide a stimulus to increasing ferry ridership. The FAC supports these calls in principle.
But what would be the impact of reducing fares on the Gabriola route? Undoubtedly, traffic would
increase over time - but most of our daytime ferries already operate close to capacity, especially in
summer, and the likelihood is that the vast majority of any newly generated trips would also be made
during the day. So anything approaching a 33% increase in daytime vehicle traffic would simply make
overloads more of a problem.
There are, however, times of day when our ferries are under-utilised and the capacity is available to
encourage more traffic by offering discounted fares at these times. On weekdays, ferries leaving
Gabriola after 4pm and leaving Nanaimo after 9pm are rarely more than half full – and, other than in
peak summer, services on Saturdays and Sundays have more space available than they do on weekdays so the FAC is confident that more people can be encouraged to travel at these times.
The FAC believes this could be demonstrated now at minimal cost by implementing a controlled pilot
project on Route 19 to encourage greater use of ferries that are running with spare capacity.
Currently, a round trip for car and driver (with an Experience Card) costs $23.45 (before the application
of the fuel rebate). A 25% reduction on the fare – often quoted as the minimum that’s likely to
influence customer choice – would bring that fare down to $17.60. To recover the same level of income
at the reduced fare, the volume of traffic would need to increase by 33% across the board. Is that likely?
Probably not, we believe, in the short to medium term.
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Piloting differential fares for Gabriola
Tickets for Route 19 are sold only on the Nanaimo side and there is currently no effective means of
regulating differential fares by time of day on the Gabriola side. Nevertheless, the majority of people
who choose to return from town after 9pm travel into town during the mid-afternoon, when spare
capacity is available. Similarly, the vast majority of people travelling at weekends travel both ways on
Friday evening, Saturday or Sunday, so the opportunity is there to discount fares at these times without
overloading the ferry service.
The FAC believes that the time is right to propose a demonstration project on Route 19, which would
provide BC Ferries and the Provincial government with robust evidence of the benefit of reducing fares
on a lifeline ferry route, whilst minimising revenue risk or creating capacity overloads. Of the options
considered by the FAC, we believe a discounted fare for evening travel offers the greatest potential.
In 2012/13 (the year before the service reductions) an average of 40 cars and 90 passengers used
departures leaving Nanaimo after 9pm. Now, with no 8.20pm departure, those numbers may have
increased slightly, so we have estimated an average of 50 cars and 100 passengers presently use the
9pm, 10pm and 11pm departures from Nanaimo – about 25% of the available vehicle capacity.

The FAC Proposal
We encourage BC Ferries and the Province of BC to underwrite the cost of a demonstration project to
reduce the cost of travelling from Nanaimo to Gabriola from 9pm each evening. We believe this will not
only stimulate additional travel on under-utilised sailings, but will also provide the impetus for existing
ferry users to consider travelling later in the day, thereby reducing pressure on ferries at busier times.
Our objective is to achieve a 25% selective reduction in the round-trip fare by offering a half-price
incentive to travel one way:

Travel home half price : 50% off the one-way fare to Gabriola from 9pm
(equivalent to a 25% reduction on the round-trip fare)
We estimate that fares revenue on these departures presently averages about $1,650 per day. A 25%
reduction on all cash and experience card fares at these times would imply a base revenue on these
departures of $1,250 per day from which future growth in demand could be measured.
The maximum potential cost of mounting this demonstration project is, we estimate, around $150,000
per annum – just 3% of total fares revenue on the route. We believe this to be a very moderate and
reasonable level of risk to be shared by BC Ferries and the Provincial government to demonstrate the
potential benefits of selective fares reductions on a minor route.

The FAC invites BC Ferries to support a recommendation to government to implement this
demonstration project at the earliest opportunity. We also encourage consideration of a
similar promotion for all-day travel at weekends outside of the peak summer season.
Contact : John Hodgkins (jchodgkins@shaw.ca)
Gabriola Ferry Advisory Committee
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Paper 2 : Provision of an Information Kiosk
Vision
The vision is for an information kiosk, within the Nanaimo Ferry Terminal, which maximises the
availability of tailored cultural, natural, business and community information, for all Gabriola Ferry
travellers’ and people visiting, or living in the down town Nanaimo area.
Objectives
1. To improve visitor satisfaction through the provision of enhanced customer service.
2. To promote resources, events and programs offered on Gabriola.
3. To increase interest in and visitor traffic to Gabriola.
4. To increase spending by visitors on Gabriola.
5. To provide compelling reasons for visitors to recommend others to visit.
Possible Kiosk Location
It is proposed that the kiosk be located outside the security fence, but on BC Ferries property, facing
Front Street.
Possible Kiosk Design
1. It is intended that the proposed kiosk will have a small environmental footprint which
aesthetically says “Gabriola” while still tying into the BCF corporate image.
2. The preferred structure is a flip up and open style kiosk, with fold out display panels.
3. Ideally the kiosk should have shaded feature for a staff person to be under cover and well
designed racks and mini-counter to allow visitors to look at maps, write notes give directions,
etc. A storage compartment should be included in the design.
4. Ideally the proposed kiosk should be approximately 8 feet X 4 feet and no more than 7 high.
5. The proposed kiosk would not require power.
6. To maximise site flexibility, the design should enable easy relocation.
7. The design should support the availability of information at times when no volunteer is on duty.
Funding of Kiosk’s Design and Construction
1. It is proposed that all costs associated with the design, construction and operation would be
met by donations and grants from participating not for profit organisations and businesses,
Netco and RDN.
Contribution of BC Ferries
1. It is proposed that BC Ferries be requested to provide the necessary space for the kiosk.
Insurance
1. It is proposed that Public Liability Insurance be secured through BC Ferries, failing that,
participating not-for-profit organisations and businesses would meet the costs.

Contact – Jim Wilson-Storey (jimwilson-storey@shaw.ca)
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Paper 3 : Traffic and parking at Descanso Bay terminal
We have three major concerns with the Descanso Bay Ferry Terminal:
1) The road alignments and traffic-flow patterns are poorly designed. This makes the congestion
even worse than it needs to be, and increases the risk of a motor vehicle accident.
2) There is no safe way for pedestrians coming down the North Rd. hill to cross the EasthomNorth intersection.
3) At the departure of the 7:35 AM ferry and the arrival of the 3:45 PM ferry from Nanaimo
there isn’t room for the two GERTIE buses and the school bus.
Our 1st and 2nd concerns are safety issues and we feel that they need to be addressed before there is a
serious accident. We propose that the issue should be referred to MoTI so that they can look for
solutions to make the traffic flow more efficient and to increase safety for pedestrians.
MoTI may also have some suggestions to improve the situation for buses at the Descanso Bay terminal.
Meanwhile, we propose a simple temporary solution that will provide more room for the GERTIE buses
without negatively affecting parking or other traffic.
The current configuration of parking at Descanso Bay is as shown on the figure below, with 12 spaces set
aside for crew.
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We propose that the crew parking be reconfigured as in the figure below, by moving 6 of the crew
spaces to the upper part of the lot, and having these specifically for the morning crew. That means that
this area would be free in the afternoon, and could be used by one or both of the GERTIE buses.

The proposed changes are shown in the photograph below.

Contact : Steven Earle (steven.earle@viu.ca)
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Paper 4 : RDN Descanso Bay Emergency Wharf
The FAC wishes to obtain formal clarification from BC Ferries of their position with regard to any future
water taxi operations using the Descanso Bay emergency wharf, which is under the control of the
Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN). It does not imply FAC support for such use, neither does it
constitute a request to the RDN or BC Ferries for such services to be provided.
This issue became relevant to the FAC in 2014 with the impending reductions to our ferry service. The
2013 public engagement process initiated by the Province had invited consideration of alternatives to
the conventional ferry service, yet without suitable docking facilities at Descanso Bay, the prospect of a
foot passenger ferry from Nanaimo would not be viable, owing to the additional distance and lack of
suitable road access to the nearest alternative at Green Wharf.
At the end of 2014, the FAC undertook further research within the community to explore options that
would allow the gaps in service created by the April 2014 ferry schedule to be filled. The options
presented by BC Ferries would result either in a later first sailing each weekday morning or an earlier last
departure each evening from Nanaimo. In either scenario, there would be passengers displaced who, in
many cases, could have been adequately served by a water taxi, had the option been available.
The FAC does not consider that a foot passenger ferry operating in direct competition to BC Ferries
would be economic or desirable at the present time, given that it would simply dilute revenue from our
ferry service and could potentially lead to calls for further service reductions. The case for permitting the
operation of a foot passenger ferry outside of BC Ferries’ normal operating day is, however, much
stronger – especially in the light of the withdrawal of the 05.30 departure from Gabriola in April 2015.
BC Ferries’ views on potential use by water taxi services of the emergency wharf were received by the
RDN Committee of the Whole on May 14, 2014. A copy of their submission is attached. This document
focussed primarily on the risks associated with small craft operating alongside an arriving or departing
car ferry, but did not specify any view on operations outside of their normal operating day.

We therefore ask BC Ferries to provide clarification of any concerns or objections to the operation of a
passenger ferry or water taxi into Descanso Bay:
(a) at times of day when the BC Ferry is operating, or
(b) at times when the MV Quinsam is tied up at the berth outside of the normal operating day.

The FAC will then consider whether it is appropriate to support any future request to the Regional
District of Nanaimo for such operation to be permitted.

Contact : John Hodgkins (jchodgkins@shaw.ca)

A copy of the 2014 submission from BC Ferries follows:
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[This document is reproduced from the RDN Agenda for the COW meeting on May 14, 2014]
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Background Information for FAC members

RDN Emergency Wharf

BC Ferries dock

In February 2014,Gabriola Island Chamber of Commerce presented a delegation to RDN supporting the
concept of water taxis being allowed access to the RDN emergency wharf at Descanso Bay, Gabriola. The
emergency wharf is constructed alongside the property leased from the Province by BC Ferries, though
it is not entirely clear whether access to the wharf involves crossing the BCF Property (see above).
RDN is understood to hold tenure of the emergency wharf under a License of Occupation (# 1412163).
The water frontage within which the wharf is located is zoned Water Commercial 3 - Marine
Transportation – defined in Gabriola Island Land Use Bylaw No. 177 as a zone within which the following
principal uses are permitted:
 Ferry Dock
 Public Moorage and Dockage
 Public wharves
 Marine navigation aids
Construction of a wharf for medical emergencies and times of interrupted ferry service was determined
in November 2003 by referendum and its use is prescribed in RDN’s Descanso Bay Wharf Service Bylaw
No. 1357, 2003. The wharf opened in 2005.
RDN recently renewed its agreement with BC Ambulance Service for two further five year terms to cover
use of the wharf for emergency evacuations – of which 28 were undertaken in 2014. The wharf was last
used as an alternative passenger ferry facility by water taxis in August 2011, during a three-week closure
of BC Ferries’ Nanaimo Harbour terminal. During this time the adjacent BC Ferries dock was also in use,
with the regular ferry service diverted to and from Duke Point.
Following the GICC delegation in February 2014, BC Ferries expressed concerns about the safety of
operating small water taxis in close proximity to their dock. These concerns are documented on the
previous page.
Gabriola Ferry Advisory Committee
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As this photograph taken during the 2011
water taxi operation shows, vessels using the
emergency wharf are subjected to significant
wash caused by the approach or departure
of the car ferry. The wharf rises and falls
with the tide and the effects of wash from
the ferry can create some motion on the
wharf, which has no protective railings on
the float section.
When the wharf is used as an alternative to
the ferry, its use is supervised by a BC Ferries
crew member as well as crew members from
the water taxi provider.

Similar facilities elsewhere
We are aware that BC Ferries has accepted such operations elsewhere and has, on behalf of Sunshine
Coast Regional District, constructed a floating dock alongside Langdale Ferry Terminal for public use.

“The Langdale Float”
The floating dock at Langdale is understood to be slightly larger than the RDN Emergency Wharf at
Descanso Bay (12m x 3m) and is anchored both to the seabed (by sinker plate and chain) and to the
“Stormaway” passenger ferry dock alongside, which rises and falls with the tide. Movement caused by
wash from the larger car ferry at Langdale is therefore minimised.

The “Stormaway” dock (used by the Langdale – Keats Island ferry) is located alongside BC Ferries’ car ferry dock at Langdale.
The additional floating dock for public use is constructed alongside, and accessed from the “Stormaway” dock
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The dock itself is equipped with safety railings to one side, safety equipment and a recovery ladder.
Similar additions would no doubt be necessary to make the RDN dock suitable for public use.

Security gate leading to Langdale float

Safety features on Langdale float

It is understood that the installation of the Langdale dock was funded by SCRD under the Alternative
Approval Process which allows a Board to proceed with an action unless at least 10% of the electors
state their opposition within a prescribed period. If at least 10% of the electors state their opposition to
the proposed action, the matter requires the Assent of the Electors by way of a referendum.
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